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Résumé de l’article

Problème de recherche : Les patients vivant avec une maladie et qui sont impliqués dans l’éducation des professionnels de la santé sont désignés par des termes différents. Pour y remédier, A. Towle a proposé un projet de taxonomie.

Objectif : Notre objectif est d’extraire de la littérature les définitions données pour les termes suivants : (1) patient éducateur, (2) patient instructeur, (3) patient mentor, (4) patient partenaire, (5) patient enseignant, (6) patient volontaire afin d’identifier clairement leurs rôles et leur niveau d’implication.

Méthodes : La recherche documentaire a été effectuée dans Medline, CINAHL, PsychInfo et Eric en ajoutant l’éducation médicale ou le professionnel de santé à nos mots-clés précédemment identifiés afin de s’assurer qu’il s’agit bien de littérature traitant de l’implication des patients dans l’éducation des professionnels de santé.

Résultats : Certains termes font référence à des patients ayant une maladie ou simulés. Les rôles sont plus ou moins bien décrits mais peuvent faire référence à plusieurs termes. La notion d’implication est abordée, mais pas de manière spécifique.

Conclusion : Définir explicitement les termes utilisés en fonction de la description des tâches et du niveau d’implication permettrait de contribuer à la taxonomie de Towle. Les patients se sentiront ainsi plus légitimement impliqués dans la formation des professionnels de santé.
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Abstract

Research problem: Real patients living with a disease and engaged in the education of healthcare professionals are referred to by different terms. To address this, A.Towle proposed a draft taxonomy.

Objective: Our objective is to extract from the literature the definitions given for the following terms: (1) patient educator, (2) patient instructor, (3) patient mentor, (4) partner patient, (5) patient teacher, (6) Volunteer Patient in order to clearly identify their roles and level of engagement.

Methods: The literature search was carried out in Medline, CINAHL, PsychInfo and Eric by adding medical education or healthcare professional to our previously identified keywords to ensure that it is indeed literature dealing with real patients’ involvement in the education of healthcare professionals.

Results: Certain terms refer to real and simulated patients. Roles are more or less well described but may refer to multiple terms. The notion of engagement is discussed, but not specifically.

Conclusion: Explicitly defining the terms used according to the task descriptions and level of engagement would help contribute to Towle’s taxonomy. Real patients would thus feel more legitimately involved in health professional education.
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Introduction

Long considered to be passive subjects of examinations by students in university hospital settings, patients are now voluntarily and meaningfully engaged in the education of future healthcare professionals. The development of medical pedagogy has favoured their active involvement in teaching and the term “patient-centered education” is an integral part of the curricula for training healthcare professionals. However, there is little consensus in the literature on the terms used to refer to these real patients engaged in education. This lack of consensus impacts the research in this field as well as the development of education programs for healthcare professionals. Moreover, this ambiguity has implications for patient safety, since their active participation in medical education could influence their health, depending on the level of their engagement.

In 2010, Towle et al. highlights the paradox of medicine that claims to be patient-centered when, in fact, real patients have little involvement in the management of university hospital environments. They emphasize the notion of active participation, synonymous with collaboration between patients and institutions to develop health training programs. They stress the need not to limit the concept to medical studies but to expand it to all healthcare professionals and concludes that there is confusion around terminology that requires a taxonomy. Over time, these notions of active participation or partnership render obsolete the term “Volunteer Patient,” found in the literature prior to the 2000s. This term was most often used to differentiate real patients from simulated or standardized patients who were involved in medical education.

The terms used then to describe patients living with a disease (real patient) and engaged in education are confusing and impede the implementation of patient-centered education programs. Two levels of confusion appear. First, not all sick people are called “patient” in all professions: sometimes they are clients, service users, and sometimes they are family members of the sick person. For the sake of convenience, Towle et al. suggest keeping the term, “patient.” Second, the qualifier added to the term “patient” seems to suggest different roles but without a precise definition. “Patient Educator,” “Patient Instructor,” “Partner Patient” are the terms most often seen in recent publications on patients and health professional education.

The literature review done by Jha et al. focuses primarily on the intervention strategies of real patients. To our knowledge, no literature review has been done on the definition of the qualifiers added to the word “patient” in the context of education. Mougeot et al. presents a narrative literature review on the nomenclature of real patients involved in care. They see lexical inflation as a beneficial sign reflecting real patients’ active involvement in care. We can draw a parallel with the involvement of real patients in the education of healthcare professionals. Moreover, in Towle and Godolphin’s taxonomy the terms for naming real patients are not standardized. These authors suggest six different levels of engagement ranging from participation to partnership and which meet different curriculum needs. However, a number of similar terms are found at multiple levels, which implies that no one term defines the level of participation. We therefore propose to verify in the literature whether the definition of the various terms cited in Towle and Godolphin’s taxonomy make it possible to clarify the role and level of engagement of real patients.

Our research objectives had two distinct but related parts: (1) Are the definitions found specific enough to differentiate real patients’ roles?; (2) Are the definitions found specific enough to determine real patients’ level of engagement in training institutions?

Methods

We conducted a narrative literature review using Medline, CINAHL, Psyclnfo and Eric databases in order to identify literature dealing with “real” patients involved in health professional education. Indeed, as our project was aimed primarily at conducting an update and critique of knowledge related to the specificity of the definition of “real patient” in order to ascertain whether it is inclusive of the patient’s role and engagement, a narrative review of the literature is more suitable for this research project. Therefore, we conducted a synthesis of information and discussion on this topic without a systematic and comprehensive review of the literature.

In addition, since our study focused primarily on the definitions of terms described by Towle and Godolphin in their taxonomy of real patients, we included the keywords “Patient Educator,” “Patient Instructor,” “Patient Mentor,” “Patient Partner,” “Patient Teacher,” and “Volunteer Patient.” To ascertain that it is literature related to health education, we added the keywords “medical education” or “healthcare professional” to the search. We adjusted the
precise syntax of the sentence to meet the requirements of specific databases and we eliminated keywords that were not identical to those entered in the database. As an example of this, we eliminated the term “standardized patient educator” which implies that these were simulated or standardized patients rather than “real” patients. To be included, the source had to be in English or French and from a journal or conference with evidence of peer review, published between 2000 and 2020. The starting year is 2000 as it corresponds roughly to the year in which we see more and more literature addressing the issue of involving real patients in the training of healthcare professionals. The literature search was conducted between April and August 2020.

First, we screened the titles and abstracts and then the full text of those articles that remained. Next we extracted the data: the definitions of the main keyword within each of the included articles (Figure 1). We then analyzed the data thematically.

**Figure 1. Article selection process**

**Results**

**Patient educator**

The article selection process yielded 13 articles defining “Patient Educator.” Of these 13 articles, 11 considered the Patient Educator to be a real patient while two considered the “Patient Educator” to be a simulated or standardized patient. Both Humphrey-Murto et al. and the article “Do you know?” gave a nearly identical definition of “Patient Educator,” that is, a real patient who was trained to teach physical examination to students. On the other hand, Lauckner et al. and Oswald et al. both defined the “Patient Educator” as someone with a health condition who educates students. While the other nine articles contained varied definitions, 10 authors mention the involvement of “Patient Educators” in medical education or teaching, and seven authors mention that patients were trained in preparation for their role as “Patient Educator.”

**Patient instructor**

The article selection process yielded 12 articles defining “Patient Instructor”. Of these 12 articles, seven considered the “Patient Instructor” to be a real patient while six considered the “Patient Instructor” to be a simulated or standardized patient. Hassell, Roberts and Bideau et al. all gave similar definitions of “Patient Instructor”, that is, a patient with a specific illness, such as rheumatoid arthritis, trained to teach history taking and examination in the context of their illness. Again, the other seven definitions were variable but many contained similar
themes. Indeed, across the 12 articles, nine authors mentioned educational involvement and seven authors mentioned that the patients were trained.

Patient teacher
The article selection process yielded six articles defining “Patient Teacher.” Five articles implied or stated that the “Patient Teacher” was a real patient, while one article stated that the “Patient Teacher” could be both a real or role-played patient. Again, few definitions resembled each other; however, several themes arose: five authors mentioned that the “Patient Teacher” had experiential knowledge pertaining to their illness, four authors mentioned that the “Patient Teachers” were involved in teaching or education and three authors mentioned that the “Patient Teachers” were volunteers.

Partner patient
The article selection process yielded seven articles defining “Partner Patient.” All eight articles implied or stated that the “Partner Patient” was a real patient. While few definitions resembled each other, several main themes arose: six authors mentioned “Partner Patient” involvement in education or teaching, four authors mentioned “Partner Patient” involvement in the teaching of musculoskeletal/physical examinations and one author mentioned that “Partner Patients” participated in a training program.

Patient mentor
The article selection process yielded one article defining “Patient Mentor.” The definition implies that the “Patient Mentor” is a real patient and states that their role is to support other healthcare professionals through their knowledge and experience.

Volunteer patient
The article selection process yielded one article defining “Volunteer Patient.” The definition states that “Volunteer Patient” is a real patient and states that their role is to support other healthcare professionals in a way that is specific to this profession.

Analysis
We analyzed the definitions of the six terms along three axes: Do the definitions found specifically describe who these patients are, what they do and how they do it? In other words, was there clear information on their status, their role, and how they are involved?

Defining patients’ status: simulated patient or real patient?
In health professional education, it is customary to learn from real patients who are people living with a disease and whom students interact with in a clinical setting. Learning is also done with simulated patients to allow students to practice on healthy people without risk of harming them. The definition of the status of these different patients (living with a disease or healthy or simulating) is therefore unequivocal. For “Partner Patient,” “Patient Teacher,” “Patient Mentor” and volunteer patient, the patient’s status is clearly defined: they are real patients.

On the other hand, for “Patient Educator” and “Patient Instructor,” the status is sometimes ambiguous. “Patient Educator” is defined in 11 articles as a person living with a disease, while in two articles this person is described as a simulated patient. The confusion is more pronounced for “Patient Instructor,” who appears as a real patient as well as a simulated patient. It should be noted that all three authors who consider the “Partner Patient” as a simulated patient publish in dental education journals, which may suggest the use of this term as a way to limit confusion and specify that the “Partner Patient” is a real patient who can more or less standardize his or her own history to meet the learning objectives in a simulation context.

In Towle and Godolphin’s classification, the “Patient Instructor” would therefore be involved in levels 1 and 2, focused primarily on learning in a simulation context.

Defining patients’ role: teacher and evaluator
Five of the six terms are defined by a clinical skill teaching role, whether it is the medical history, communication or physical examinations in the context of their illness. “Patient educator,” “Partner Patient,” and “Patient Teacher” also participate in student evaluations and are invited to give students feedback. In their teaching role,

Table 1 summarizes the articles selected for each keyword.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key word</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient Educator</td>
<td>13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Instructor</td>
<td>19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Teacher</td>
<td>38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Patient</td>
<td>44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Mentor</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteer Patient</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Partner Patients” are commonly associated with teaching musculoskeletal examinations. Therefore, no precise definitions exist to differentiate between the roles of educator, teacher, and partner. This is in line with the observations made by Jha in a literature review where the author specifies that the terms “Patient Educator” and “Patient teacher” are often interchangeable and that this hinders a precise definition of the role.6

The “Volunteer Patient” also participates in complex roles in the context of learning by simulation. They are therefore close in their role to the “Patient Instructor” and may therefore be found in levels 1 and 2.

The sixth term, “Patient Mentor,” does not meet the definition of clinical skills teacher. It seems to be defined as a support role for various healthcare professionals. It may correspond to Towle and Godolphin’s level 3 and involve participation in mentoring programs.

Defining patients’ mode of intervention
Given that the roles are similar, it is possible that the terms differ according to the methods or context of patient interventions. The sharing of expertise or the experience of living with a disease is a type of intervention frequently described for all except the “Patient Instructor” and the “Volunteer Patient.” All the others teach the patient’s perspective and can give their personal history. There are no details on the strategies used to deliver the material to the students. For all, there is involvement in education but without specifying the level of patient engagement. Only the term “Partner Patient” refers to a collaborative mode that suggests more advanced involvement. Note that this appears in two French-language articles that refer to the Montreal model of partner patients.44,43

It seems therefore that “Patient Educator” and “Patient Teacher” correspond to the same level of involvement, which would correspond to Towle and Godolphin’s level 4.7 This would be consistent with the fact that in the article by Cheng and Towle, the two terms are often interchanged whereas the “Partner Patient,” through a more collaborative intervention, seems to be set apart and on a more institutional level as defined by the Montreal model.8 It would be closer to level 6 and the term “Patient Program Leader” found in Towle’s publication.53

From these results, we see that certain terms correspond to multiple levels, and we can propose a draft patient nomenclature based on Towle and Godolphin’s classification, as describe in Table 2.7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Corresponding Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Patients create learning materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Standardized or volunteer patient in a simulated clinical setting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Patient shares his or her experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Patient-teacher(s) are involved in teaching or evaluating students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Patient teacher(s) as equal partners in student education, evaluation and, curriculum development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Patients involved at institutional level in addition within a faculty-directed curriculum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even without an exact match between the levels and definitions of patient terms, this should help us to more rationally name patients according to their role and their level of involvement in education.

Discussion

Terms to define a function, not a person
There are parallels between the problems faced when defining the role simulated patients and real patients. The adjective associated with the term simulated patient defines a role, a function that helps the SP act according to the expectations of the educational system. In contrast, a real patient might have reservations about being labeled by educational institutions, echoing the paternalism perceived by patient organizations in the healthcare setting.10 If real patients are committed to participating in the education of health professionals, it is important that they are aware that the terms used do not define them but specify a function and level of commitment, just as with simulated patients or health professionals who intervene in faculties as tutors, educators, trainers, etc. These adjectives do not qualify a person but a function. This clarification should be presented to real patients so that they do not feel affected by a decision made by health professionals, in order to facilitate educational research. Discussions should be held with real patients themselves to improve this terminology.
To train or not to train real patients
Based on our analysis, we can establish connections between roles and level of engagement. (Table 7) Real patients can participate in teaching, but it appears that their participation as assessors requires a higher level of involvement in the curriculum. This means that patient educators, partner patients and patient teachers must be trained to provide feedback or evaluate students. Their involvement is therefore defined by the need to train themselves for these functions. There are mixed views on the need for real patient training, but our research findings invite us to consider the level of engagement to assess the need for training; however, real patient training appears to be an asset to maintaining a viable program, and trainings should be tailored to the level of engagement.7,54

Benefit to real patients
As stated at the outset, the lack of terminology creates confusion in the literature but can also have an impact on real patient safety. Indeed, a high level of engagement in Towle’s taxonomy requires the patient to be stable and able, to contribute to the teaching without risk to his or her health. Thus, some patients, because of their medical condition or by choice, might prefer to invest themselves in the first taxonomic levels in order to preserve their health. This notion of freedom seems important to us in order to leave the real patient in control of his life and his choices. Some patients with stabilized chronic diseases would be better candidates to be partner patients (level 5 or 6).

Limitations
Looking for explicit definitions of keywords in titles and abstracts may have minimized the number of relevant articles. This choice to retain only those articles with a specific description was made to avoid making implicit interpretations. On the other hand, the selection having been made solely on the relevance of abstracts, it is possible that explicit definitions appear in the body of articles we did not retain. This explains the small number of articles read compared with the number of articles retrieved from the databases.

We modified the search criteria for “Volunteer Patient” due to the large number of articles found that did not pertain to patients working in the context of medical education. Specifically, the search for “Volunteer Patient” in CINAHL Ebscbo originally yielded 3376 articles, of which the vast majority were not related to medical education. The terms patient and volunteer often appeared in the same article, but were rarely, if ever seen in conjunction and referring to a patient implicated in medical education. Therefore we decided to only review articles that contained either “Volunteer Patient” and “Medical Education,” or “Volunteer Patient,” and “Healthcare Professional.” This search yielded a combined 37 articles, which represents a limit to this review as it is possible that some pertinent articles were lost when this restriction was made.

Conclusion
This research confirmed that there are inconsistencies in nomenclature of real patients involved in health professional education. It further clarified the definitions of terms used to refer to patients involved in medical education. This made it possible to contribute to the taxonomy initiated by Towle.7 These data lead us to pursue the project of developing explicit definitions, particularly in the area of real patient engagement in health professional education. We believe that this would facilitate the implementation of patient partnership programs. Furthermore, by accurately naming things we recognize and validate them. In this way, like healthcare professionals and academics, real patients will have and feel they have legitimacy to teach in institutions.
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